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We rebuild a well-known line of Heavy Duty Dodge Road Runner Series hydraulic and electronic
controlled Automatic units a listing for your application is found below. Transmissions are
available for Dodge Chrysler gas vehicle as well as Dodge Diesel pickup trucks. Automatic
transmission failure may be cause by low fluid level, or contaminated fluid brought on by heat
buildup and non metal part degradation, and clogging veins in the valve body, pump and torque
converter. When exchanging your automatic transmission make sure to flush the actual fluid
through the cooling system including lines from your transmission to the radiator and the
reservoir underneath the radiator at the least a few times while using correct chemicals. When
adding automatic transmission fluid or changing your transmission fluid verify and make
certain the manufactures recommend fluid must be used. A person can be shocked the number
of times the incorrect fluid is utilized leading to an on-slot of issues. Our automatic
transmission rebuild services are performed by experienced transmission technicians. A
transmission rebuild, also known as a complete transmission overhaul, involves the complete
removal and disassembly of your transmission. Each part of the transmission being rebuilt is
inspected for wear and damage. Low service expectancy components will always be swapped
out no matter their condition. Throughout the rebuilding of your transmission all gaskets and
seals are replaced with brand new ones. All new clutch fractions are part of a complete rebuild
and are always replaced during a proper overhaul, including bands, electronic solenoids seals,
bushings and gaskets. Valve bodies are taken apart, cleaned out and inspected all balls and
springs are replaced. Specific attention is paid to the planetary gear set, including sun gear,
annulus ring gear, planet gears and planet carrier parts showing wear are replaced. To ensure
the greatest level of quality we utilize the best parts and torque converters obtainable along with
highly trained technicians to rebuild re-manufacture your Dodge automatic transmission. We
can build your automatic transmission to your specification including heavy duty towing
transmissions with robust bands and clutch frictions, shift kits and external cooling systems if
desired. Optional torque converters are available, converters to satisfy your particular stall,
lockup, horsepower and torque requirements. Matching your vehicles desired performance
using the correct torque converter specification is critical. Be sure to consult our Drivetrain
expert at time of the order, provide you vehicle performance requirements to enable you to get
the converter required. You can extend the life span of your Dodge Chrysler automatic
transmission by installing an auxiliary transmission cooler either under the car or truck next to
the transmission or behind the grill. We advise you install the sensing unit in the output side
cooling line as it leave the transmission headed to the radiator cooling reservoir. Prices below
may vary depending upon your torque converter selection, please check at time of your order.
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Previously, Ram was part of the Dodge line of light trucks. The name Ram was first used in
model year Dodge Trucks in October , following the retiring and rebadging of the Dodge D
Series pickup trucks as well as B-series vans, though the company had used a ram's-head hood
ornament on some trucks as early as Ram trucks have been named Motor Trend magazine's
Truck of the Year eight times; the second-generation Ram won the award in , the
third-generation Ram heavy duty won the award in , the fourth-generation Ram Heavy Duty won
in and the fourth-generation Ram won in and , and the current fifth-generation Ram pickup
became the first truck in history to three-peat the award, winning in , , and The first-generation
Ram trucks and vans introduced in October feature a Ram hood ornament first used on Dodge
vehicles from to Dodge kept the previous generation's model designations: D or Ram indicate
two-wheel drive while W or Power Ram indicate four-wheel drive. Just like Ford , Dodge used to
indicate a half-ton truck, for a three-quarter-ton truck, and for a one-ton truck. The truck models
were offered in standard cab, "club" extended cab, and crew cab configurations. They also were
offered along with 6. Externally, the first-generation Rams were facelifted versions of the
previous generation Dodge D-Series pickups introduced in The new model introduced larger
wraparound tail lamps , dual rectangular headlamps , and squared-off body lines. Engine
choices were pared down to the slant-6 and and V8s. The interior was updated and included a
new bench seat and a completely new dashboard and instrument cluster with an optional
three-pod design - a speedometer in the center, with the two side pods containing an ammeter
on the top left, a temperature gauge bottom left, a fuel gauge on the top right and an oil
pressure gauge bottom right. Models without the full gauge package had only indicator lights in
the place of the temperature and oil pressure gauges. The "Club Cab" was dropped from the
lineup after , but Dodge kept the tooling and re-introduced it nearly a decade later in the models.

The four-door crew cab and Utiline beds were dropped after the model year, to make room on
the assembly line for the upcoming Dodge Dakota , and were never reintroduced in this
generation. Basic Ram models were reintroduced for , replacing the previous "Miser" trim level
available on the Ram A "Ram-Trac" shift-on-the-fly transfer case was added for the Power
Rams, and both the crew cab and Utiline flared bed were dropped for In the slant-6 engine was
replaced by a 3. The 5. Because of a new computer controlled fuel injection, ignition and ABS
system, more vehicle information needed to be displayed through any warning or notification
lights; so inside the cab where a small compartment was once located on the dash, a new
"message center" with four small rectangular light spots, contained the check engine light and
other tell-tales including one for the parking brake and the ABS if the truck was so equipped.
The message center later included "wait to start" and "water in fuel" lights on diesel models.
Diagnostic fault codes were stored in the computer's memory, and cycling the ignition key three
times allowed the computer to flash the trouble codes through the check-engine light for
diagnosis of some problems. The Ram model designation was dropped and these models
folded back into the range for , due to the introduction and sales success of the Dodge Dakota
pickup. Additionally, the instrument cluster was slightly revised; the ammeter was replaced by a
voltmeter while maintaining the 3-pod arrangement of the speedometer and gauges. Also in ,
Dodge reintroduced the Club Cab, equipped with fold-out jump seats for the models. Entry was
made through the passenger or driver's doors, because there were no rear doors for this
configuration. For the Club Cab returned, and all versions received standard anti-lock brakes on
the rear wheels only. Part of this was due to the dated cab and chassis design which had been
in production since , there was no powerful diesel option until , and there was no big-block gas
V8 option. Additionally, the interior had been given few updates since October market launch.
For , the 5. Additionally, Dodge introduced a new overdrive automatic transmission for reduced
fuel consumption. This light-duty transmission was designated the A, and was offered with the
3. The A automatic saw continued use for some 5. The grille was redesigned for but kept the
large rectangular headlamps and crossbar appearance. The engines were substantially
upgraded for 3. These newly-revised engines were marketed under the "Magnum" name. A
heavy-duty automatic transmission with overdrive called the A was offered with the 5. As part of
Chrysler's overhaul of corporate transmission nomenclature, the A and A were redesignated
42RH and 46RH, respectively, in The initial 4 signified a 4-speed transmission, the second digit
identified the transmission's relative torque capacity, the letter R in the third position denoted a
rear-wheel-drive transmission, and the final letter H signified hydraulic shift control. A Cummins
B Series engine was also added to the engine lineup in The Cummins was coupled with a
heavier-duty version of the A automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission and is available on
and pickups and pickup-based chassis-cab trucks. This diesel engine option was different from
the optional diesels in Ford and GM trucks. The Cummins features direct injection, whereas the
Ford and GM diesels feature indirect injection ; this also means that the Cummins does not
have to rely on glowplugs. Additionally, the Cummins is turbocharged , while the 6. This was
not the first engine to appear in Dodge pickup trucks as a diesel option. The and D-Series
models were available with a Mitsubishi naturally-aspirated diesel, but it was seldom ordered.
Partway through the model year, Dodge started using one-ton frames in Ram Cummins and
Club Cab models. The second-generation Ram began development in The original concept,
dubbed the "Louisville Slugger" by Chrysler's Advanced Packaging Studio, was to be a modular
platform that would accommodate a full-size truck and full-size van, which would have provided
a roomy cab and cargo bed. Payne told him, "It looks like nothing more than a rehash of
everybody else's truck. A review by the Dodge pick-up truck studio designers felt that modern
pick-ups looked "too flat and sedan-like", while the early s Studebaker pick-up and the
semi-trailer trucks had just the right "macho" look to them. Making its debut on January 5, at
the North American International Auto Show and going on sale on October 1, , the redesigned
Ram was a sales success and was named " Truck of the Year " by Motor Trend in That year, it
was prominently featured as the hero vehicle in the film Twister. By , Ram sales figures were
below those of Ford and Chevy trucks. Engine offerings continued over from the
first-generation Ram and were the 3. Added to the line up was a new cubic inch 8. The new V10
and Cummins turbo diesel could only be had in the and higher designation models. Models
were now the half-ton, three-quarter-ton, and dual-rear-wheel one-ton in both 2- and 4-wheel
drive. Dodge offered the series in two different gross-vehicle-weight ratings for the first few
years, but this was later dropped. The purpose of the difference between the light-duty and
heavy-duty trucks was for the heavy-duty to take the place of the discontinued one-ton
single-rear-wheel trucks. Rear axles for the light-duty trucks were semi-floating , while the
heavy-duty rear axles were full-floating. On the inside, special attention was paid to in-cab
storage features, with a large glovebox, a center armrest storage area, and extra storage space

behind the seat. The dash and gauge cluster were a far cry from the previous model Ram and
were far more modern as well. A redesign of the dashboard and instrument cluster was
introduced in along with the introduction of the quad cab, and rounded black plastic side-view
mirrors replaced the previous rectangular design. In , Dodge introduced the "Quad Cab", which
uses smaller, suicide doors directly behind the main doors. This was offered as an option on
the "Club Cab" for this model year. The OBD II System was also standard, with a computer port
near the driver's-side footwell and a code-checking system via the new digital odometer
readout. In late Dodge introduced a revised front end for the model year Sport models with a
restyled bumper, quad-beam clear-lens headlamps , and body-color grille. A 6-speed manual
transmission was made optional for diesel variants in late for the model year. A small
percentage of the diesel engines for and model years were subject to problems within the water
jackets and fuel injectors. The most problematic was the "53" stamped engine block which had
a defect that would cause fracturing in the structure of the block itself. The models became
optional with heated leather seats. The braking system was upgraded to dual-piston calipers in
the front. Although Dodge introduced a new Ram for , the old second-generation style Ram was
carried over for the model year heavy-duty and trucks. Part of this delay was due to the then
new 5. It first appeared in but was never available in the United States. The transmissions are
labeled using the first number indicating the number of gears including overdrive , the second
number is the capacity rating, and the last letter is if it is electronically E or Hydraulically H
controlled. NV was offered in Rams and light-duty Rams. An NV was offered in and Rams and
was the only transmission offered behind the High Output diesel in and There were a total of
five transfer cases available for the four-wheel-drive Ram. All are part-time and have a low range
of 2. The NP was standard on V8 Rams. The Dodge Ram features a wide variety of axles. For the
front axle of 4x4 Rams, a Dana 44 was used on all Rams and the early light-duty Rams.
However, most of the and all Rams use Dana 60 front axles. The Rams and some early light duty
Rams used a 9. A Dana 60 rear axle was used on heavy duty V8 Rams. Every Ram was made
with a Dana The front drive axles in these Rams were unique in the fact they did not have
locking hubs , but featured a center axle disconnect. The and Rams saw the eventual phase out
of the Center axle disconnect, in favor of front axles that were permanently locked in. Dodge
continued to include front axles like this for their , , , and trucks until models. A
natural-gas-powered engine debuted for but was not popular and was only used in fleet vehicles
on a very limited production run. The Cummins B Series engine was switched from the valve to
the valve ISB version in the middle of the model-year Dodge Rams due to emissions
regulations. The ISB featured a new computer-controlled electronic injection pump and valve
head design. In development from styling by Cliff Wilkins finalized in , the third-generation Ram
was unveiled on February 7, at the Chicago Auto Show , [24] and debuted for model year on
models and on and models. This was a major update including an all new frame, suspension,
powertrains, interiors, and sheet metal. The crew cab models for this generation were actually
Quad Cab trucks that had conventional-opening rear doors. This body style drew heavily from
the previous generation. The redesigned trucks bolstered sales, with , sold during and nearly ,
sold during , a new high point for the Ram name. At the same time, both Ford and GM trucks
were increasing in sales from a peak over , to the , range. But with , Rams sold that year, the
Ram's sales could not keep up with the eleventh-generation F in The Dodge Ram was updated
for the model year. One notable addition was the "Mega Cab", featuring a 6. For , the steering
wheel design was changed to one from the Dodge Dakota and Dodge Durango. Bluetooth U
Connect was now available as an option, and a front facelift was given to all Ram models. The
SRT model, with the 8. In , a Chassis Cab model was introduced with industry-standard rear
frame width and wiring to accommodate outfitters. In addition to the 5. Automatic transmissions
used were the RFE with the 5. The G56 transmission was the only manual transmission offered.
For , Dodge introduced two more Chassis Cab models, the and Both trucks came equipped with
the same version of the Cummins 6. Sterling , who worked with Dodge in development, had their
own version, called the Sterling Bullet with a unique grille. When the Sterling brand was phased
out by Chrysler Corporation , the Bullet was discontinued. Models built after January 1, offered
a new 6. Unlike the 5. This engine featured the same performance but had a
cylinder-deactivating feature enabled under light loads to increase fuel economy by 3 MPG city
and 4 MPG hwy. In the front all and trucks were 9. The rear options for the and were the AAM
often referred to as "corporate" Rear axle shafts are 30 spline. The rear Strength is similar to
their earlier Dana 70 and 80 counterparts. Direct comparisons are difficult as the axles are made
with completely different metallurgy. Sterling Bullet, a version of the Ram sold by Sterling
Trucks with the 6. The , , and models were later added to the lineup. In , the Ram Trucks brand
was separated from Dodge. Chrysler LLC attempted to keep the Ram competitive in the market
through various developments for the model, including a new four-door cab style offering, new

suspension, a new hemi engine option, and the Rambox, a new storage system that allows
secure storage inside the truck's bed walls. Later models have the Rambox system tied in with
the remote keyless system [37]. Since , Ram trucks are marketed as having "class-exclusive"
manual transmissions. This is because the competitors stopped making manual transmissions
available in the domestic market. Chevrolet Silverado trucks discontinued the option of a
manual transmission after model year Ford Super Duty trucks discontinued the option of a
manual transmission after model year This applies to Class 2 , Class 3 , Class 4 and Class 5
trucks. Engine output remained the same for models. Unfortunately, with the launch of the new
body style in , the manual transmission was discontinued. The Mega Cab option was deleted on
the model, replaced by a true four-door crew cab. The Mega Cab option remains on the
heavy-duty models, along with crew cab. Improvements made from the previous generation
mean the rear seats are now able to recline. Towing capacity for the regular cab Ram with 3.
Chassis Cab versions were made for the Ram , , and models. Engine choices include 5.
Transmission choices included a standard 6-speed manual or optional 6-speed Aisin automatic.
Both transmissions support the Power Takeoff option. The model has regular or crew cab,
single-rear-wheel or dual-rear-wheel. The Ram has three axle ratios 3. The front axle on 4x4
models is manufactured by Magna , while 2-wheel-drive models just have a solid, non-drive
axle. The Ram concept truck "Long Hauler" from is based mostly on existing Ram truck parts.
The powertrain, frame and wheels are all components of the Ram Chassis Cab. It is a "Mega
Cab" optional on the lighter Rams. The gets a minor restyling. All models offered for continue to
be available for with the addition of a new high-end trim, the Laramie Longhorn Limited. The
Rambox cargo management system continues to be available on most models for For , the base
ST model becomes the Tradesman model. The 3. New to the lineup is Chrysler's corporate 3.
Due to a new electric power steering system, the 5. Air suspension is optional for models,
offering four ride height settings. Electronic stability control becomes standard on and models.
For , the Ram is also the first North American pickup truck to offer keyless ignition. The base
Uconnect 3. The "up-level" Uconnect 5. These radios add a full-color, 8. The system also
includes a built-in 3G internet router, allowing for wireless connection to the internet while the
vehicle is parked with a monthly service subscription. The system can also be updated to add
additional features that will be available in the future via a USB stick inserted into one of the
remote USB ports. Remote steering wheel-mounted controls are also included with this system.
The models move up to an inch standard wheel, with inch forged Alcoa wheels as an option.
The rear differential ring gear is increased from The Ram installed the Center axle disconnect
into the 4x4 models. The 4x4 saw additional changes with the transfer case now being made by
BorgWarner instead of New Venture Gear. It is available only on the two-wheel-drive regular cab
model with 6. Standard features include a amp alternator and an amp battery to assist with the
start-stop system. The option of air suspension became available on the rear of model year and
pick up trucks. The cast iron, flex fuel, 4. The aluminum, flex fuel 3. For , the all-new Ram Rebel
debuted, offering off-road suspension with a 1. It features a unique blacked-out grille with
powder coated front bumper and exclusive aluminum hood, skid plates , and tow hooks. The
sole body configuration offered is a crew cab with a short pickup bed. In mid, the RAM 's 3. The
engine will be re-introduced in early , as re-certification by the EPA has been obtained. The
Laramie trim level of the Ram , , , , and gets a standard nine-speaker, watt Alpine 7. There is also
a new Off-Road Package available for all Ram models aside from the Power Wagon trim level,
which includes the package as standard equipment , and includes unique pickup bedside
graphics, off-road suspension, front tow hooks, and the protection package. The mid-level SLT
trim level of the RAM is no longer available to retail customers, as it is now a lesser-equipped
model reserved exclusively for fleet customers. However, the SLT trim level still remains for the
Ram , , , and models, and are still available to retail customers. However, retail customers
wanting SLT features such as chrome front and rear bumpers and front grille, seventeen-inch
aluminum-alloy wheels, power windows and door locks with keyless entry, the U Connect 5. For
customers wanting a less expensive Bluetooth option for the Ram truck, a new U Connect 3.
This radio option is available for the Tradesman trim level of all Ram trucks, and the Express
trim level of the Ram , and is included as part of a Popular Equipment Package on the latter
model. In order to do this, the customer would also have to select the Popular Equipment
Package on both models. The Power Wagon Package is also available for the Ram Tradesman
trim level, and also adds the 6. In addition, all U Connect 8. The VM Motori -produced 3. For , the
current fourth-generation Ram will be sold alongside its successor, the fifth-generation Ram
Virtually identical to models, trucks will be given a new name, Ram Classic , to distinguish them
from their all-new fifth-generation successors. In addition, Quad and Crew Cab models are also
expected to be offered. The vehicle is part of a three-year demonstration program intended to
field test and evaluate battery performance across a wide range of drive cycles and temperature

ambients, and also to evaluate customer acceptance. The demonstrators are being allocated for
field testing among local and state governments, utility companies, and a US Army base. The
fully charged plug-in starts off with charge depletion with limited regeneration at the high end of
the state of charge SoC. Once depleted, it comes into a narrow charge-sustaining range. In
September , Chrysler temporarily suspended the demonstration program. The carmaker plans
to upgrade the battery packs with cells that use a different lithium-ion chemistry before the
vehicles go back into service. Chrysler explained that no one was injured from any of the
incidents, and the vehicles were not occupied at the time, nor any of the minivans were involved
in any incident, but they were withdrawn as a precaution. The demonstration is a program
jointly funded by Chrysler and the U. Department of Energy that includes the first-ever
factory-produced vehicles capable of reverse power flow. The experimental system would allow
fleet operators to use their plug-in hybrids to supply electricity for a building during a power
outage, reduce power usage when electric rates are high or even sell electricity back to their
utility company. Chrysler also reported that the plug-in pickups delivered peak average fuel
economy of FCA recalled 1. The Ram comes standard with four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes ,
side curtain airbags, and an electronic stability program or ESP. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety IIHS crash tests, the Ram received a Good overall score in the frontal crash test,
and a Marginal score in the side impact test, [61] as well as the roof strength test. It received a
5-star frontal crash test rating from the NHTSA, [65] however under later testing methods it
received an overall 3-star rating. While the Ram features standard side-curtain airbags it does
not include side torso airbags. The vehicle was redesigned and retested, and received a 5-star
rating. The Ram will reach Ram Truck dealers in the U. The Ram pickup truck will offer just
seven trim levels, compared to the previous 11 different trim levels. Ram added eTorque to the
Ram as an option. Also introduced in was the new U-connect platform sporting a inch
touchscreen display, the largest in its class. No right-hand-drive version has been built for the
United Kingdom, South Africa, and other countries where the rule of road is on the left. These
are converted to right hand drive in Australia before sale. Germany and Scandinavian countries
are some of the largest European markets for the Ram. A thriving cottage industry in Australia,
New Zealand, and the United Kingdom has imported and converted Ram trucks to
right-hand-drive and to meet the local regulations, being more common in Australia since LHD
cars less than 30 years old or 15 years old if registered in Western Australia cannot be legally
driven on Australian public roads unless they are granted a diplomatic or a research and
development exception to the rule. Dodge Ram in Warsaw, Poland. Following the collapse of
Nissan Titan sales in , there were talks [80] that the next generation of Nissan's full-sized pickup
would be outsourced to Chrysler as a version of the Ram The Ram Pickup also won the San
Felipe in and From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Dodge Ram. This article is
about the full-size truck since Ram's separation from Dodge. American full-size pickup built by
FCA. Motor vehicle. Main article: Dodge Ramcharger. See also: Plug-in electric vehicle fire
incidents. Older crash tests usually carry over to newer car models. Threshold is 82g. Main
article: Ram Pickup fifth generation. This section needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. November Learn how and when to remove this template message.
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price of our Dodge Ram transmissions have been reduced to an all time low. Every Ram
transmission has been built by a certified builder and comes with our nation wide warranty. We
upgrade every transmission with the latest in performance parts and we Dyno Test to ensure
premium quality. We carry automatic and manual units for the Dodge Ram , and series pickup
trucks. First manufactured in , the Dodge Ram line of pickups has been named Truck of the Year
four times by "Motor Trend" magazine and is currently built in Michigan and Mexico. These
durable pickups provide years of reliable service, but, like all mechanical contrivances,
components do eventually need replaced. However, when the transmission needs repaired or
replaced in your durable pickup truck, how do you know which of the available transmissions
you need to order? All of the Dodge Ram transmissions have an identifying code on them, but it
may not be easy to interpret. The first set of numbers indicates the part number, the second set
indicates the build date and the remaining digits indicate the serial number. Documented
owners can contact Dodge directly and obtain the transmission information from them via U.
The RFE was typically used in the 3. For production year The 65RFE is available on the series in
the 3. G56 This 6-speed manual model was built by Mercedes for use in medium to heavy duty
trucks with a gross vehicle weight of between 7 tons and 12 tons. Used in all models of the
pickups, including the Sterling Bullet, for the production years from to present. Due to some
reliability issues, it was often replaced with the NV 5-speed standard tranny. NV Short for New
Venture Gear, this model is a 5-speed overdrive manual tranny used in the light to medium duty
series pickups manufactured from to and in the series for production years and NV Available for
both 2WD and 4WD models of both the and series with the Cummins valve turbo diesel for the
production years to the present, the NV is a 6-speed standard tranny. All tranny models
mentioned in this article are available on our website. Our knowledgeable sales staff can
provide any additional information you may need in order to obtain the correct replacement
model for your truck and we are open late for your convenience. If you need a model that is not
listed, please call us. We will do our very best to find the correct model to fit your needs. Smart
Parts Dodge Ram transmission sale The price of our Dodge Ram transmissions have been
reduced to an all time low. What transmission is in my Dodge Ram? The transmission
applications featured on this page cover the Dodge Ram , , and extending through the following
years Present. All rights reserved. Ram pickup trucks have been in production since These days
they're just known as Ram pickups, but for a time they were Dodge Ram pickup trucks as part
of the Dodge family of vehicles. In the year , Ram and Dodge separated, and Ram became its
own brand. Ram has been consistently one of the most reliable and popular models of pickup
trucks on the market. Along with the Chevy Silverado and the Ford F, these vehicles dominate
their segments and enjoy impressive sales numbers. In alone, Ram sold nearly three-quarters of
a million units. In the Dodge Ram became the Ram So, any vehicle you're looking at for and
earlier is a Dodge, anything from is a Ram. Technically though, we're just talking about the
same vehicle. The Ram logo is the same, and everyone would recognize it as basically the same
truck. That's just something to keep in mind if you were looking up one vehicle online
especially, as you may wonder when you're searching for the Dodge Ram how come they don't
exist after the year As popular and reliable as Ram Trucks tend to be, it would be hard to
imagine any vehicle selling , models in a single year and there not being some problems. Just
like any other car on the road, Ram trucks have had their fair share of issues over the years.
And a few model years have really suffered in terms of how their transmission has functions.
Starting with ram, made from until the present, let's take a look at which model years have had
some serious transmission problems that you might want to avoid. In terms of transmission,
these were the most problematic years that the Ram experienced. Keep in mind, that these were
just transmission issues and the vehicles may have had other problems overall. The Ram for
instance was known to have several problems in addition to the transmission. The Ram pickup
was the worst year overall for transmission issues since they dropped the Dodge name. The
most common issue that drivers experience was a bump in the transmission when releasing the

brake or accelerating. Some drivers had to replace the driveshaft or needed to update software.
And others were told at the dealer that they couldn't replicate the issue so there was nothing
they could do about it. Another common concern for some drivers of the Ram was that the
engine would rev but they seemed to not be able to get any acceleration. This tended to happen
around 30, miles. For several drivers this actually happened while they were out on the open
highway. The check engine light would come on, and the vehicle would no longer be able to
accelerate. As you can imagine that would be pretty scary if you're in fast-moving traffic and
suddenly you lose the ability to keep pace. Equally as problematic for drivers was the fact that
for many of them the transmission would not downshift properly. This again happened at
around 35, miles. A less common problem but still dangerous was the tendency for the Ram to
shift out of drive while you were in the middle of driving. At least one driver reported this
happening while they were driving on a wet road at 65 miles per hour. They lost control of their
vehicle and spun out on the side of the road, thankfully not getting into an accident. For others,
the issue was a little more manageable but meant that any time they stopped at a sign or light
the vehicle would not work properly until they shifted into park and then back into drive every
time. Other issues with the transmission for this model included hard shifting right from the
start, the transmission being extremely noisy and regular slipping of gears. The Ram was also
under several recalls, including one that affected just over 1. This was an issue related to the
vehicle rolling away because you're able to shift the transmission without pushing the brake
pedal or without the key in the ignition. The Ram did not have quite as many transmission
issues as the previous year's model had, but it was still saddled with a few. The biggest issue
that drivers complained about was hard shifting occurring at around 27, miles. Drivers
experienced difficulty downshifting from 2nd gear to 1st with such force that at least one driver
thought someone had actually rear-ended them because of how hard the vehicle jerked. The
hard shifting issue was not one that was easy to replicate because it didn't have it every time,
so some drivers were not able to get it serviced properly because when they took it to a shop or
the dealer or the mechanic was not able to replicate the problem. Noises and general shifting
problems rounded out the issues with the Ram model year for most drivers. Jerking
transmission was the most common complaint happening around 8, miles. Fiat Chrysler, the
makers of the Ram line of pickups, issued a recall for just over 64, and Ram pickup trucks, as
well as 19, Ram trucks that were equipped with the 68rfe automatic transmission. The recall is
due to a risk of fire caused by a potential transmission fluid leak. Apparently with this particular
transmission there was a risk of transmission fluid expelling from the dipstick tube which could
come in contact with the turbocharger or something else in the engine compartment. The recall
started for the beginning of the production year which happened back in October of and
extended all the way to January when Fiat-Chrysler stopped producing these particular
transmissions. Several fires were started as a result of this technical problem which did lead to
injury but no fatality, thankfully. They chose to do a voluntary safety recall on the affected
vehicles to fix the problem. The recall was rolled out in March of The interlock malfunction
could have caused the truck to shift out of park without applying the brake pedal or the key in
the ignition, as we mentioned earlier. This one affected not the line but various , , , and heavy
duty Ram models. The years range from all the way up to The recall affected only trucks
equipped with a steering column mounted shifter and any models built after the end of we're not
included. As part of the recall, Ram advised drivers to always use their parking brake and also
to never leave children or pets unattended in a vehicle just in case it did roll away. Going back
to and earlier, the ram becomes the Dodge Ram. These are still popular models of vehicles, and
fairly easy to find if you were looking for an older used truck. As you can imagine, with the sales
numbers Dodge has put up, there are still many of these early models on the road. On
CarComplaints. While there were a number of other issues, the transmission was a standout
problem for this particular model year. Numerous drivers reported total transmission failure at
about 92, miles on average. For most people experiencing transmission failure in the Dodge
Ram, a total transmission rebuild was required to fix the issue. Many drivers had to deal with
replacing the transmission more than once. Sometimes as much as three and four times. And
that was just one of the issues that needed to be dealt with, as they were electrical issues at
engine issues with the same model year. A number of drivers also experienced problems with
heavily fluctuating RPMs, and transmission that continued to shift in and out of gear for no
apparent reason. The transmission for some worked perfectly fine in reverse, or first gear, but
then trying to get into any higher gear proved extremely difficult if not impossible. For other
drivers, reverse was not possible to achieve effectively making it very difficult to properly drive
their car in a safe manner. The model year of the Dodge Ram was also known for having some
transmission problems. In particular these resided with shifting difficulties like we've seen in
other models, as well as total transmission failure requiring replacements. As with others, this

problem for some drivers ended up with more than one replacement of a transmission. Because
the Dodge Ram is so popular, it's worth noting that these issues affected a minority of vehicles
for the most part. The Ram is definitely a year to avoid, but if you are a fan of the Ram then the ,
, and model years have been pretty reliable on average. Every vehicle has its problems, and all
three of those model years have had some complaints relating to the transmission, but they've
been limited for the most part. If you're in the market for a more heavy-duty vehicle, the and
Ram have performed well in terms of how the transmission runs for most drivers. Likewise, the
last three years of the Ram have been relatively free of transmission problems. Ram has been
making some heavy-duty and high-quality pickup trucks for years now and that's why the brand
separated from Dodge and became his own label. They've become so synonymous with the idea
of a pickup truck they were able to stand on their own two feet. The iconic Ram logo, and the
overall look and feel of a Dodge Ram is really something a lot of drivers love and crave. Keep in
mind, when we detail some of the problems that Dodge Rams have experienced over the years,
we are pointing out a minority of cases in some of these models. Obviously, as we said, the
model has had a lot of issues. But some of the other years have been decent and well
performing. When they do have problems, it's worth remembering that these are a handful of
cases often, compared to the hundreds of thousands of models that are on the road. Dodge
Ram is a quality vehicle, and generally performs well for most drivers. With the exception of a
couple of poor model years that we detailed; you can usually rely on a Ram to give you a good
experience. Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. As anyone who has
owned a truck knows, all trucks have their issues. The Dodge Ram , while an overall dependable
truck, has its own set of problems that may crop up, getting in the way of work, play, and
dipping into your bank account as well. This article focuses on the full size pickup formerly
known as the Dodge Ram pickup and now known as the RAM pickup. When it starts to go, it
wreaks havoc on any and every function that requires electrical input. When the TIPM starts to
go out:. Most of these issues make it hard, or just plain embarrassing, to drive the truck, but the
unreliability of airbag deployment is a life-threatening danger. Sometimes you can correct the
issues by re-flashing and re-configuring the modules, or replacing the relays. Complete
replacement is the only option in many cases. If your or other RAM in this model year range
stalls when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most
commonly reported problems for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. This issue can
potentially affect all late models. All cams wear out eventually, but a huge number of RAM
owners report severe problems with well under 75, miles on the vehicle. The most common
report is of the 3 or 2 cylinder misfiring, in combination with lifters seizing up. In these cases,
the cam often shows premature wear and one or more lobes may be heavily grooved and
damaged. Unfortunately, this problem is often prohibitively expensive to fix once the truck is
out of warranty. The availability of replacement parts is an issue too, as the problem is so
widespread that the required components are often on backorder, even as recently as One of
the most irritating RAM problems also plagues other model years. Body structure should be the
least of your worries if your car is less than 10 or so years old, yet s are known for
less-than-stellar construction. Some of the issues on newer RAM trucks include:. In addition to
being ugly, body structure problems can quickly compromise vehicle safety. Multiple coolant
leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as affecting model years The sources
of coolant leaks can be gaskets, the heater hose, hoses to the water pump or problems with the
water pump itself. This can be one of the more irritating problems to fix because the source of
the leak is not always apparent. That and the fact that these leaks tend to recur also means
repair costs are tough to estimate. Problems in the transmission range from causing slight
annoyance to making the truck dangerous to drive. There are a variety of ways transmission
issues show up in these trucks, including:. In many cases, both owners and dealerships have a
hard time diagnosing and fixing these critical issues. Even when the problem is pinpointed
correctly, owners have reported frustration with necessary parts being on backorder for months
at a time. Transmission issues are one of the leading reasons owners trade their trucks in or
pursue lemon law claims. While many of the same problems persist across generations, some
issues affect Dodge Rams more than others. The common problems range from quick fixes to
significant part replacements that may not be worth the time and money if your Ram is toward
the older end of the generation. A bad or failing manifold leads to decreased engine
performance, and broken manifold bolts are common in Dodge Ram s of all ages. The most
common symptom of broken or degraded bolts is a ticking sound on cold starts, frequently
heard from the passenger side of the truck. The source of the sound is a cold manifold with
damaged bolts, which allows gases to seep around the bolts rather than through the exhaust
system as designed. Luckily, this issue is relatively easy to fix or have repaired. However, some
owners report having to get their manifold bolts replaced multiple times. There appears to be a

real quality control issue for Dodge in these bolts, and owners have been stuck with the bill. The
cost of repair depends on how many new bolts are required and whether old bolts are difficult
to remove. Sometimes the bolt head will degrade so much that it breaks off, leaving the rest of
the bolt stuck and in need of expertise to remove. There are a significant number of owners
dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and Dodge Ram transmission shifting
problems are incredibly common as well. Transmission issues â€” particularly Dodge Ram
transmission problems â€” are equally common. Some Dodge Ram s stall when braking and at
idle, as well. The transmission may also slip or refuse to shift at all, which is one of the main
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems. The dash will start with a few cracks that widen
over time, often with chunks of plastic breaking off completely. Dodge has never formally
acknowledged this happening, and owners rarely ever get any assistance from the
manufacturer. Although this problem is present in models to , the highest rate of reports is in
the model years. The worst issues occur when the rain hits â€” your whole interior can get wet,
and if it stays that way for a while, mold will form, eventually ruining the interior of your truck.
Luckily, window seals are an easy DIY fix with any number of adhesive kits. Lighting issues are
common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited Dodge Ram electrical
problems specifically. Owners find that their headlights, taillights or turn signals suddenly stop
working, causing irritation at best and a safety hazard at worst. In some cases, the issue is
caused by pinched wiring in the trailer hitch. These cases are easy to identify since the lights
shut off immediately after attaching the trailer. Other times, the issue is yet another symptom of
problems with the TIPM. As with the most Dodge trucks, Dodge Rams are known for rotting
away well before their time. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram trucks include:.
These rust problems start out as a bubble or two in the paint, and then quickly turn into
widespread cancer. And, as soon as you see that first paint bubble, fix it. The Dodge Ram trucks
are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Wheel bearing replacement in the
Dodge Ram seems to be the most prevalent starting around 75, miles. If you notice this type of
noise, have it checked immediately. This could be extremely dangerous, especially at highway
speeds. For example, many owners report the Dodge Ram stalls while driving. Here are three of
the issues that are common to find in Rams. Rams from this generation, especially the , have a
particularly nasty problem with sludge buildup in the engine. This notorious issue can blow the
engine or lead to other problems like drops in oil pressure or overheating due to the radiator
bursting from backpressure. Unfortunately, since this issue takes a while to build up, the end
result of engine failure usually appears after the warranty is up. Depending on the condition of
the rest of the truck this may not be a worthwhile investment. Engine components get leaky in
older trucks, and the Ram is no exception. Many owners in this model year bracket experience
excessive oil consumption, sometimes up to a quart every 50 miles. The truck may burn oil
rather than leaking. Gas mileage can be cut in half, and oil pressure may suddenly drop before
coming back up again. Luckily, this is a relatively easy fix. Replacing the plenum gasket often
does the trick at a cost of just a few dollars if you do it yourself. However, the engine problems
that many Dodge Rams tend to have can result in too much fuel entering the converter. It can
form a coating on the catalyst and prevent the converter from working or cause it to overheat.
The truck might lose power, you might hear some rattling, and the check engine light may come
on. The exhaust might have an unusual smell, too. Dodge is the product of two brothers and
more than a century of innovation. Horace E. Dodge and John F. Dodge started out making
bicycles, and at the turn of the 20th century, they opened their first machine shop. They started
out making stove parts and branched out to auto components, selling them to the Ford Motor
Company among others. Both brothers died in , but by then, Dodge was already one of the
biggest players in the industry. Chrysler purchased Dodge in Over a couple of decades, trucks
began getting their own designs for chassis and body, as differentiation was needed in the
growing market. Light and medium-duty trucks were the first Dodges offered, with heavy-duty
models appearing throughout the s and s. The Warren Truck Assembly plant opened in
Michigan in , and Dodge still makes trucks there today. The B series was designed to replace
the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. It came in several variations. The
C series was a complete redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound
windshields. Dodge has always been ahead of the game in terms of putting amenities in its
trucks. In the later 70s, Dodge went after the people who wanted their trucks to be fun as well as
functional. Dodge had some financial issues throughout the 80s, but two things helped revive
the brand. The first was the addition of the reliable Cummins B Series turbo-diesel in In , Dodge
spun their trucks off into the Ram brand. Today, Ram trucks are known for having some of the
best amenities and infotainment systems in the industry â€” making them the prime choice for
people who want a luxury feel to their trucks. When you need auto body repair panels and parts
for your Dodge Ram, come to Raybuck. We have a wide selection of repair panels for your or

Ram Whether you need cab corners , rocker panels , truck bed panels or another part, we have
you covered with parts to replace your damaged or rusted panels. Our parts are made using the
latest in cutting-edge technology, and continuously update our product line to ensure you get
only the best parts in the industry. The panels you get from Raybuck offer perfect fitment and
durability thanks to the use of heavy-gauge stamped steel and 3D scans of an original part
during the manufacturing process. I have a and it seems I have the hard shift to stop when
coming to a stop both in no incline and on hill. On hills seem worse and more consistent to get.
I have had both diff fluids replaced as well as transfer case fluid replaced. They told me you
cannot replace the transmission fluid as it is sealed off for life. Engine light came on in my
dodge when passenger opened door while in drive and the truck died. I got a Dodge Ram it
burns oil.. The 4 actuators have been replaced and nothing is clogging the vent areas behind
and under the dashboard. Have a sluggish shifting in the transmission of my ram 5. Only has
22, miles. Any ideas? Hi Eddie. That could be a number of things. I would start by checking the
cabin air filter. It may need to be replaced. Or, if someone removed it, you may just need to
install one. I would check coils on cylinders having miss if not mistaken there is issues with
them going bad and losing spark when warm. My 4. Hi Charlene. I do not know where you can
get a full replacement dash. If tour looking for a 1st 2nd 3rd gen cluster out of luck. Dodge
discontinued them. Replacement clusters cannot be programmed to the truck! Send off for
repair or fix yourself. Your email address will not be published. Due to shipper and supplier
delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience. Search Articles:. The
horn may go off at random. Power windows will stop working or start opening themselves. The
fuel pump may not shut off when the vehicle does. Doors may lock and unlock themselves.
Coolant fans may stop operating. The ABS may have problems. The radio may randomly shut
off while driving. Cam and Lifter Failure If your or other RAM in this model year range stalls
when stopping, stalls at idle, or seizes up unexpectedly, you may have one of the most
commonly reported problems for these trucks â€” cam and lifter failure. Some of the issues on
newer RAM trucks include: Tailgates falling open at random due to faulty lock mechanisms.
Bumper holes drilled too large. Defective painting with bubbles underneath. Rusting, especially
on bolts and bumpers. Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed.
Coolant Leaks Multiple coolant leaks are one of the more common RAM problems, as well as
affecting model years There are a variety of ways transmission issues show up in these trucks,
including: Slow starts. Engine running rough. Bumping hard into 1st gear. Jerk when shifting
from 1st to 2nd. Slipping into gear when in traffic. Hard downshift to stop when slowing down.
Exhaust Manifold Bolts A bad or failing manifold leads to decreased engine performance, and
broken manifold bolts are common in Dodge Ram s of all ages. Engine and Transmission Issues
There are a significant number of owners dealing with Dodge Ram transmission problems, and
Dodge Ram transmission shifting problems are incredibly common as well. Lighting Issues
Lighting issues are common in Dodge Ram trucks and are one of the most frequently-cited
Dodge Ram electrical problems specifically. The more common body issues on Dodge Ram
trucks include: Rotting of the outer wheelhouse and upper wheel arch area of the bed. Rotting
of both driver and passenger side cab corners. Rotting of both driver and passenger side rocker
panels, typically starting across the lower door weatherstrip seal. Rotting of the oil pain. Wheel
Bearings The Dodge Ram trucks are notorious for wearing through front wheel bearings. Motor
Sludge Rams from this generation, especially the , have a particularly nasty problem with
sludge buildup in the engine. Manifold Gasket Leaks Engine components get leaky in older
trucks, and the Ram is no exception. B Series to Dodge Trucks The B series was designed to
replace the prewar Dodge truck in a manner that appealed to civilians. B1-T: Variation with a
semi-truck cab. B1-V: Van variation. C Series to Dodge Trucks The C series was a complete
redesign of the Dodge truck, with high-visibility wraparound windshields. Any thoughts? Any
idea why my ram has white particales blowing from under hood and into cab? Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Fastest
delivery: Feb 24 - March 2. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold
by. Genuine Chrysler Throttle Valve Cable. Brand: Genuine Chrysler. This fits your. Frequently
bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are shipped from and sold by
different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by SwiftPart. Ships from and sold by
EverydayAutoParts. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1
of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a

problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this
item also bought. Motorcraft FD Fuel Filter. Dodge Ram 6. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Well, sports fans, here's the skinny. She's not too
hard to swap out, but she may leave you doing some head scratchin'. I was on cloud nine when
I got her in; leastways 'til I realized she was a tad long, even at minimum adjustment. Ol' Jimmy
boy wasn't deterred. I robbed the clip off the old TV cable and then took her down to the
basement. I cut about an inch off the end of the cable and welded a tiny tab on the end so it
wouldn't slip through the plastic doofus, which brought the cable to it's maximum shortness.
Threw her back on and still had to adjust it to maximum tightness. Eventually the lever on the
transmission started dancing just as I got my greasy banana mashers on the throttle body. She
shifts like a gem, but I'm not sure it was worth the time and effort I put into it. Just get yourself a
5-speed girls and boys. I award this product Three stars, for showing up in in the mail and
performing with some modicum of functionality. We'll see how long before she breaks. One
person found this helpful. Fit my Dodge Ram 5. Just what the doctor ordered to fix my 96 ram
diesel. Shifts amazingly now. I bought this for my Dodge Ram diesel and it fit right on. Exactly
what I needed, direct fit and easy to install. Perfect fit!! Great product, perfect fit for the Dodge
Ram diesel 47re custom built transmission Useless and
2011 scion xb interior
autozone rockford
midnight maxim
not adjustable. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Report abuse. Pages with
related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Avondale Automotive. Extrme Off Road.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

